 McAfee ePO Cloud

Gain real-time knowledge and control of the health, configuration, and security of assets.

As a part of the McAfee® product offering, McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator® Cloud (McAfee ePO™ Cloud) provides a single “pane of glass” for highly scalable, flexible, and automated centralized management and enforcement of security management policies. It’s an effective way to identify, manage, and respond to security issues and threats from a cloud-based platform.

McAfee ePO software—a key component of the McAfee Security Management Platform—provides unified management of endpoint, network, and data security. It also provides you with end-to-end visibility and powerful automation features that reduce incident response times, strengthen protection, and decrease the complexity of managing risk and security. Now, for the first time ever, the power of McAfee ePO software is available both in an on-premises and cloud-based version.

With McAfee ePO Cloud, the configuration, maintenance, and patching of the centralized server is done for you. Now you can protect confidently knowing that you’re taking advantage of the latest features, benefits, and security of the most current version of McAfee ePO software—without the hassle of upgrading. With it, your management server scales with you to meet your needs—there’s no need to add server resources when your requirements change. McAfee ePO Cloud lets you easily future-proof and scale your security management infrastructure without adding the new nodes or protection measures that can impact server performance.

Our open and extensible architecture delivers a flexible deployment environment for quick installation of new security protection as the need arises. The web-based console provides flexible, automated management capabilities so you can identify, manage, and respond quickly to security issues and threats.

McAfee ePO software gives you a single pane of glass to manage your entire security operations. From deploying security to new endpoints or servers, to optimizing security policy, to quickly identifying security threats, our web-based management console makes your security efforts effective and efficient. Accelerate response times by getting immediate, actionable insight into threats, vulnerabilities, and systems, so you can diagnose and respond to security events as they happen. We’ve integrated security products, management, and intelligence to enhance situational awareness, create stronger countermeasures, and lower security operations costs.

McAfee ePO software enables faster decision-making, minimizes attacks and their impacts, and provides

Key Advantages

- **Scalability**: Extensible, end-to-end security management from a single console for maximum visibility and protection
- **Flexibility**: A cloud-based option enables elastic scaling to meet dynamic needs while ensuring you have the latest security measures in place.
- **Automation**: Purpose-designed workflows for efficient security policy distribution to centrally manage the security posture
McAfee ePO Cloud dashboard.

Figure 1. Example of the McAfee ePO Cloud dashboard.

companies with the ability to manage risk much more effectively than ever before. Plus, it delivers proactive risk management, integrates with existing business processes, and coordinates security defenses so your IT team can focus on what is most important.

In addition to the benefits that thousands of security administrators have come to expect from McAfee ePO software, McAfee ePO Cloud users can expect several additional advantages.

Benefits

- Never upgrade your McAfee ePO server again—we do it for you in our cloud platform.
- Protect systems inside and outside your network with our cloud-based agent handlers and content delivery network.
- Protect 1 to 10K systems in minutes with the world’s leading security management platform.
- Use advanced management features including tags, policies, client tasks, alerts, and scheduled reports to stay ahead of the latest threats—all from the convenience of a cloud-based platform.

Business Value

McAfee ePO Cloud streamlines the initial user experience, saving time, money, and grief. You also get:

- Simplified activation messaging
- Flexible login options
- Single-click deployment with ultra-slim agent and McAfee Smart Installer
- Revised “Getting Started” guide to accelerate utilization

If your organization has an eye on security as well as the bottom line, McAfee ePO Cloud is a smart choice to provide:

- Reduced capital and operational costs with no management servers required
- Guaranteed uptime, availability, and disaster recovery SLAs with McAfee Hosting Management Infrastructure

Learn More

To learn more about McAfee ePO Cloud, please visit www.mcafee.com/epo.